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SEARCH FOR AN INTERMITTENCY SIGNALIN Au+Au COLLISIONS�M.M. Smolarkiewiz, M. Kirejzyk, B. SikoraK. Siwek-Wilzy«ska, and K. Wi±niewskiInstitute of Experimental Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived November 8, 1999)Results of a searh for an intermitteny signal in Au+Au ollisions at800 AMeV beam energy are presented. Data from the FOPI detetor atGSI Darmstadt were analysed. No intermitteny signal was found in eitherrapidity or harge distributions. Intermitteny is present in azimuthal angledistribution.PACS numbers: 25.75.LdIn this paper we present results of a searh for an intermitteny sig-nal in Au+Au ollisions at 800 AMeV beam energy. Intermitteny is astatistial onept used in the analysis of �utuations and orrelations inmultipartile distributions. Intermitteny analysis may yield information onthe dynamis of the deaying system, e.g. it may help to determine whihmehanism of fragment prodution is more adequate: sequential or promptdeay. To searh for intermitteny we used the method introdued by Biaªasand Peshansky [1℄. They proposed to study the horizontal normalised saledfatorial moments of rank i :DF ÆXi E = DPMm=1 km(km � 1) : : : (km � i+ 1)Eev.hNiievPMm=1(kINCm )i.(N INC)i ; (1)where ÆX is the bin width of the distribution of variable X, M � the num-ber of bins, km � number of partiles in the m-th bin in an event, N �multipliity in an event, kINCm � number of partiles in the m-th bin of the� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (385)



386 M.M. Smolarkiewiz et al.inlusive spetrum, N INC � number of partiles in the inlusive spetrum.h iev denotes averaging over the sample of events.Intermitteny implies a power-law dependene of normalised saled fa-torial moments on the bin sizehFiÆXi / (ÆX)��i : (2)The exponent �i is alled the �intermitteny exponent�. When intermit-teny ours, the moments re�et the self-similarity at various resolutions.The exponent �i is related [2℄ to the anomalous fratal dimension didi = �ii� 1 : (3)It was shown in Ref. [3℄, that in the sequential proess of fragmentationdimensions di are proportional to the rank i, while in a prompt proess theyare onstant. Thus, an intermitteny analysis of the distribution quanti�esthe fratal nature of the �utuations and may yield important informationon the dynamis of the deaying system.Below the results of our analysis of the Au+Au ollisions at 800 AMeVbeam energy are presented. The data were obtained with the FOPI detetor[4℄ at the SIS aelerator in GSI Darmstadt. The normalised saled fatorialmoments were alulated for harge (Z), rapidity (y) and azimuthal angle(') distributions in an event-by-event analysis.Mixing of events of di�erent impat parameters may produe trivial in-termittent behaviour, therefore it is very important to set stringent entralityseletion riteria. Two seletion riteria were used: high multipliity (PM5)and a high transversal-to-longitudinal energy ratio (ERAT5) [5℄. The ERATratio was alulated taking into aount the relativisti relation between en-ergy and momentumERAT =  Xi p?2E +m! ,  Xi pk2E +m! : (4)In Fig. 1 we show the values of moments: hF ÆZi i (left) and hF Æyi i (right),of rank i = 2, 3, 4, 5, alulated for the harge and rapidity distributions, as afuntion of bin widths. There appears to be no intermitteny signal presentin our sample of events in distributions of these variables. This result is inagreement with our earlier �ndings [6℄ at 150 and 400 AMeV beam energy.Intermitteny behaviour is seen in the azimuthal angle distributions. InFig. 2 the values of moments hF Æ'i i of rank i = 2, 3, 4, 5, are shown. Solidlines represent the best �t of the power-law funtion to the experimentaldata in the small bin region.
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Fig. 1. Values of hF ÆZi i � (left) and values of hF Æyi i � (right), of rank i = 2�5, asa funtion of bin widths ÆZ and Æy, respetively, for entral Au+Au ollisions, at800 AMeV beam energy.

Fig. 2. Values of hF Æ'i i of rank i = 2�5, as a funtion of bin width Æ', for entralAu+Au ollisions, at 800 AMeV beam energy.
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Fig. 3. Values of the anomalous fratal dimension, as a funtion of rank i, forAu+Au ollisions.The dependene of the anomalous fratal dimension on the rank i isshown in Fig. 3 for three beam energies: 800 AMeV (squares, this analysis),150 AMeV (triangles [6℄) and 400 AMeV (irles [6℄). Dashed lines representlinear �ts. The linear dependene of the fratal dimension on rank i maysuggest the sequential mehanism of fragment prodution. It is interest-ing to note that with inreasing bombarding energy the absolute values ofthe anomalous fratal dimension derease, while the slope seems to remainonstant. The derease of the fratal dimension values with inreasing en-ergy has also been observed at ultra relativisti energies for light asymetrisystems [7℄. REFERENCES[1℄ A. Bialas, R. Peshansky, Nul. Phys. B273, 703 (1986); A. Bialas, R. Peshan-sky, Nul. Phys. B308, 857 (1988).[2℄ A.R. De Angelis et al., Nul. Phys. A537, 606 (1992).[3℄ H. Satz, Nul. Phys. B326, 613 (1989).[4℄ A.Gobbi et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods A324, 156 (1993).[5℄ N. Herrmann, Nul. Phys. A553, 739 (1993).[6℄ K. Wi±niewski et al., Ata Phys. Pol. B27, 505 (1996).[7℄ E.A De Wolf et al., Phys. Rep. 270, 1 (1996).


